A prospective study of 8,987 canine, feline, human, and other mammalian brains (and one avian brain) was undertaken. The brains were analyzed for rabies antigens; two samples were obtained from each brainstem, and one sample was obtained from each hippocampus. The samples were stained with rabies conjugate and examined by use of fluorescence microscopy. There were no falsenegative results. We conclude, therefore, that postexposure rabies treatment is not requisite in all cases, provided that the fluorescent antibody test is performed without delay in a laboratory experienced with the procedure and microscopy results are fluorescent negative. performed FAT is more sensitive than an MIT is that the labeled antibody detects dead as well as live viral antigen, whereas the negative on microscopy are submitted for a mouse inoculation test (MIT), in which three mice are observed for 4 weeks. The MIT identifies only viable virus in fresh samples [2]. If a fresh brain sample is used for analysis, FAT results MIT traditionally served as a quality-control method for the SS and/or FAT. False-negative rates for the SS method were can be available within 3 hours. Further, if the FAT could be relied on to produce 100% sensitivity, there would be no 10% in the years before it was abandoned entirely at QSMI in 1989. The incidence of false positives associated with the use need to institute postexposure treatment in cases where FAT results are negative. Bilateral sampling from the hippocamof the SS is not known with certainty, but this incidence is believed to be significant, even when the analysis is undertaken pus and brainstem are recommended for increased sensitivity [3]. Rabies-specific inclusions have been found in only one by an experienced technician.
The Queen Saovabha Memorial Institute (QSMI) has served tive FAT and MIT tests from 25,881 postexposure patients, were administered costly postexposure treatment at QSMI beas the principal rabies postexposure treatment center for the Bangkok (Thailand) metropolis since 1913. Laboratory analytween November 1988 and May 1990. In 1965, Lennette et al. [1] reported a sensitivity of 99.4% ses for rabies in animal and human tissue were carried out by Negri body detection with use of Seller's stain (SS) until 1989, for the FAT, whereas sensitivity for the MIT and SS is not ú98.3% and 65.8%, respectively. One reason that a properly and have been accomplished by use of the fluorescent antibody test (FAT) since 1981. Tissue specimens for which results are performed FAT is more sensitive than an MIT is that the labeled antibody detects dead as well as live viral antigen, whereas the negative on microscopy are submitted for a mouse inoculation test (MIT), in which three mice are observed for 4 weeks. The MIT identifies only viable virus in fresh samples [2] . If a fresh brain sample is used for analysis, FAT results MIT traditionally served as a quality-control method for the SS and/or FAT. False-negative rates for the SS method were can be available within 3 hours. Further, if the FAT could be relied on to produce 100% sensitivity, there would be no 10% in the years before it was abandoned entirely at QSMI in 1989. The incidence of false positives associated with the use need to institute postexposure treatment in cases where FAT results are negative. Bilateral sampling from the hippocamof the SS is not known with certainty, but this incidence is believed to be significant, even when the analysis is undertaken pus and brainstem are recommended for increased sensitivity [3] . Rabies-specific inclusions have been found in only one by an experienced technician.
Our previous, unpublished retrospective study of 5,889 or two areas of the brain in a few cases [4] . The sampling site with the highest sensitivity is the brainstem, and the mammalian brains demonstrated that brainstem tissue specimens showed the highest sensitivity; a sensitivity of 99.78%
hippocampus is more sensitive than the cerebellum [4] . Our previous unpublished retrospective study of 5,889 brains ancould be attained by using the FAT. Nevertheless, for patients bitten by an animal in which rabies is suspected, the QSMI alyzed at QSMI also indicates that the brainstem tissue has the highest sensitivity (table 1) . In an effort to further evaluclinical staff institutes postexposure treatment despite negative FAT results on analysis of the animal's brain. QSMI staff ate the sensitivity of the FAT protocol and perhaps to convince the clinicians in our institution that the FAT results then await MIT results before discontinuing the postexposure treatment. A full postexposure vaccine series is thus adminiscould be relied upon for accurate diagnoses, we carried out the present prospective study from 1 January 1992 until 31 tered to most of these patients before the MIT results are available. Consequently, Ç250 patients bitten by animals with negaDecember 1996. signs of rabies were evident, we prepared an initial slide with slide were routinely examined. Samples from all brains for which FAT results were negative were submitted for MIT [5] . two brainstem impressions for FAT examination. If the FAT results were negative, we then prepared one additional slide Conjugate (BBL Anti-Rabies Globulin, fluorescein labeled; Becton Dickinson, Cockeysville, MD) was used at a final diluwith two brainstem impressions and one slide with two hippocampus impressions (two impressions for one slide), thus both tion of 1:80, according to the directions on the product insert. Fluorescence microscopy was performed by one of the authors reducing time required for microscopic evaluation and saving conjugate. In brains from mammals in which rabies was clini-(magnification, 1400). Each slide was reviewed for Ç3 minutes. The reading scale used for diagnosis was as follows: cally less likely, two brainstem slides and one hippocampus 
